
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a senior manager, technology. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior manager, technology

Strong IT disaster recovery experience, with cyber experience being
preferable
Experience working in a blend of business facing and technology resilience
roles, coupled with experience responding to crisis events
Proven experience working in a large, complex, global environment with
mixed technology environments and lifecycle management
Outstanding communication skills with strong relationship building skills
In-depth knowledge and understanding of the UK regulatory resilience
requirements along with risk management and governance
It is desirable to have an understanding of project management
methodologies
Work with the iOS, Android, Web and APIs teams to evolve our technical
architecture for current and new product development
Partner with the company’s Software Reliability engineers and and
Deployment engineers to enable efficient workflows for each of the tech
disciplines
Work with Product, Design and QA counterparts to provide guidance for new
product development and propose efficient strategies based on real-world
constraints
Ensure that we’re shipping quality products by…

Qualifications for senior manager, technology

Example of Senior Manager, Technology Job
Description
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Further, the incumbent must be a strong leader with excellent interpersonal,
communication, and negotiation skills in order to build consensus and obtain
co-operation from both users and senior management
It is desired that the incumbent must also possess a very good understanding
of current operational, technology and data management practices,
systems/process development techniques, real-time analytical and formal
modelling tools, and keep current with rapidly changing technology to
effectively work with our Global Wholesale Technology partners to apply
technology to the solution of a business problem
Minimum 7+ years of experience leading infrastructure/data center teams
Excellent knowledge of technology environments, including networking,
telecommunications, networks, security, data centers, and desktops
Experience building a highly resilient and fault tolerant IT infrastructure


